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Part A- Vocabulary Terms
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open Circuit –
Closed circuit Insulator Electricity Draw a picture of a closed circuit containing a battery (dry cell), light bulb,
and two wires.

6. Which of the following is the best definition of “conductor”?
a. a material through which electric current passes easily
b. a path along which electric current flows
c. a push needed to move electric charges
d. a device used to start the flow of energy in a circuit. What do you
need to add to a circuit to increase the power?
Part B- Application
7. If students are designing a circuit at home and don’t have any copper wire,
what could they use instead?
______________________________________________________________________________
8. If there was a gap in an electrical circuit, what could you use to close the
circuit?
9. If a student wanted to test the theory that the length of a wire affected the
brightness of a bulb, how would they set up their experiment?
______________________________________________________________________________

10. What is the role of a dry cell in a circuit?
a. pushes electrical energy through a circuit
b. creates electrical energy from matter
c. starts and stops electrical energy in circuits
d. changes chemical energy to electrical energy
11. Which set of materials makes a complete electrical circuit?
a. motor, switch, wire, dry cell
b. motor, fuse, switch, wire
c. bulb, fuse, switch, wire
d. bulb, fuse, switch, dry cell
12. Which of the following is NOT an example of how electrical energy changes
form in a circuit?
a. a lit bulb
b. a heated wire
c. an open switch
d. a ringing bell

13. Is the circuit above open or closed? Claim ___________ How do you know?
Provide three pieces of evidence to support your claim.
A_______________________________________________________
B_______________________________________________________
C _______________________________________________________
Reasoning: Why do you think so?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
14. Explain the steps of how electrical energy gets to your home.
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

